3Waves has a dedicated team of electronics & electrical engineers working round the clock in SE Asia region and has also an established network of foreign engineers to maintain your equipment in almost any location around the globe.

3Waves has her own Service Stations in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia & Vietnam. Each Station has fully trained engineers and complete test equipment to fulfill job requirements.

Her Project Team has many years of project management experience and provides full engineering, system design, FAT, SAT from start to end of project.

3Waves can manage your Shore Based Maintenance (SBM) contract, provide technical services & conduct Radio Survey for all major classification societies whenever you need and wherever your vessels may be, and when your job is in progress, 3Waves will be with you all the way till you are satisfied.
About Us
3Waves Energy Pte Ltd is a Marine Communication Company founded by a group of highly active personnel who has over 20 years each of working experience in the marine and offshore industry. They specialize in integrated solutions for marine communication, navigation, automation and bio energy systems. Based in Singapore, the Company is known for her wide ranging capabilities in designing, supplying, installing, integrating, testing and commissioning integrated solutions for the marine and offshore oil & gas industries, backed up by her excellent maintenance and support services. Satellite airtime services are also offered to complement her communication business.

System Integration and More

Range of Products & Solutions

- Airtime Solution (Vsat, Inmarsat, BGAN & Iridium)
- BNWAS, GPS, AIS & Electronic Chart Display Information System (ECDIS)
- Ballast Water Treatment & Management Solution
- Dynamic Positioning System, Joystick, Thruster & Stabilizer System
- Echo Sounder, Speed Log, Gyrocompass, Autopilot & Steering Control
- Fishery Research, Sonar, Multi-beam System & VMS
- Fire Detection and Marine Alarm Monitoring Automation System
- Integrated Bridge System (IBS) & Integrated Platform Management (IPMS)
- Night Vision Camera, NV Binocular & Long Range Surveillance System
- Public Address / General Alarm System (PAGA), PABX, Talkback and SPT
- Radar & Vessel Tracking Management System (VTMS)
- Radio MF/HF, VHF, UHF, AM & NDB Radio System
- Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) & Fuel Monitoring
- Satellite Communication, L.A.N., IPTV & Entertainment System
- Training Simulation System for Marine, Oil & Gas, Offshore, Military, ECDIS
- Voyage Data Recorder (VDR & SVDR), Search and Rescue Equipment
- Wave Radar, Oil Spill Detection, Helideck & Weather Monitoring System